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1. It is acknowledged that poverty has a serious impact on student learning outcomes. As a
Trustee, what are some ways you feel the Division can work to support students in need
on this issue?

The Division can help support student learning outcomes in 3 key ways. 1) Identifying and
understanding equity gaps related to poverty (food insecurity, housing insecurity, etc.) by engaging
with community directly.  2) Equitable funding decisions addressing some of these gaps through
in-school programs (i.e., breakfast programs). 3) Advocating to provincial and federal
governments to address root causes. Poverty cannot be solved within public education, but
schools are community hubs through which programs can be delivered.

2. The Division is experiencing a shortage of Substitute teachers and, as a result, positions
often go unfilled during a teacher absence. What are some ideas you have to address
this problem?

In the short term, we need to understand the shortage...Are other divisions suffering from the
same labour shortage? Are fewer teachers graduating? Was the substitute pool made up of
retirement-age educators who have now retired? How often and where is this happening? Are
more teachers absent now (because of COVID or other issues) than before...are the substitute
requirements growing? Action without understanding the issue may be wasted.

3. What are some practical ways in which you as a Trustee will foster and build the
relationship between the Division and its teaching staff?

I would like to institute a top-line Employee Engagement metric that Superintendent's office is
accountable to. The relationship has noticeably deteriorated and holding leaders (CEO and HR)
accountable for organizational culture improvements is one way to ensure they are addressed.

I'd also like to see normalization of collaboration between the division and staff. This can happen
through regular communication and also through combined/inclusive planning.

4. The Manitoba government has released its Education review, which raised issues
around Division amalgamation, public education funding and improving learning
outcomes. What is your concern with the Education review? What is your hope?

My concern with the K-12 education review report is that it is biased and that (even as a biased
document) isn't guiding the provincial government's plan of action.  I am also concerned abut the
metrics being proposed as indicators of "improving learning outcomes".  Creating a system that
successfully retains and engages students to graduation should be the focus.

I do believe there are opportunities for governance/structure/funding model improvements -
income tested education tax model, augmented core funding so basic division needs are better



met, adjustments to division lines to reflect communities. But, as we learned with Bill 64, the
education review can be (and was) used as the rationale for taking away local voice in education
and consolidating power in conservative-voting areas. We MUST maintain local voice in education
and back that up with some funding control (or else it is meaningless).

5. First Nations students are amongst the most vulnerable learners in the Division. What
steps will you take as a Trustee to strengthen supports for First Nation Students? How
will you advance and implement the Truth and Reconciliation Committee’s Calls to
Action 62 and 63?

Vocal advocacy to demand governments resource both consultation and implementation of action
plans. But also creating the space for this to happen within our school communities - again both
the consultation and implementation (i.e., teacher training)

In addition to supporting Calls to Action 63 and 64,  openness to system adaptation and change is
required. De-colonizing Board meetings as a starting point. Stripping the "code" from minutes and
procedures to increase clarity for community and removing barriers for participation.

6. Some of the ways school divisions have chosen to deal with inadequate funding levels
from the government is to increase class sizes, cut access to clinicians and intervention
specialists, and reduce inclusivity in the classroom. This has had an impact on student
learning. How will you ensure services are preserved? What will you do as a trustee to
ensure education funding levels are stable, predictable, and adequate?

The most recent teacher cuts at WSD in spring 2022 were not because WSD didn't attempt to plan
for or try to fund the staffing budget that would result from the new contract. The cuts were
required because the provincial government held budgets hostage - insisted budgets be built
assuming no cost increases, threatening the Division with funding cuts if they did pass a budget
that funded the true staffing costs, and capped their ability to raise taxes to fully fund their needs.

The WSD Board was silent on all of these points. They neglected to explain the direct pressure the
government was putting on them and to explain the impact on staffing that followed. Voicing
these issues and advocating through the public to create change in provincial government policy is
needed going forward. Increased transparency (even under threat) is the starting point.

Given that ~55% (was 64%) is funded by the province, the biggest single variable in creating stable,
predictable and adequate funding lies directly with the provincial government.  Education property
taxes fund part of the balance.  These are being rebated (through debt) to Manitobans - further
de-funding education. As a part of my personal advocacy towards a fully-funded public education
system, our family decided to invest our rebate into my campaign for Trustee. I plan to continue
the advocacy I took on as a parent and community member while serving as Trustee.

7. Recent shifts in social attitudes have led to conversations about systemic biases and
racism. As a trustee, how would you ensure that the Division acknowledges the possible
systemic biases within the Division and develop a plan to remedy?



Equity audits are a good place to start - both as an employer, but also in delivering equitable
outcomes for students.  Addressing bias in a system requires understanding where groups are
under-represented, then addressing that.

I am GBA+ (Gender-based analysis plus) certified and have direct experience in building plans to
address under-representation. I understand that when our system does not represent the
community, it cannot possibly make good decisions for all in the community. So, addressing
representation (in leadership, in staffing) is key to addressing bias in the system.

8. How will you ensure that the Division studies closely the idea of full-day kindergarten and
other programs related to early childhood education to ensure a successful start for our
early learners?

As full-day Kindergarten was cancelled, this will be a challenge. That being said, there are multiple
cohorts who had access to full-day kindergarten who should be tracked/studied to graduation in
order to assess what impact that program had.

Partnering with post-secondary institutions to develop and conduct research is an option. I am
open to this kind of collaboration.

9. The Manitoba Teachers’ Society has declared that the establishment of a universal meal
program for K-12 public school students is of utmost importance. How will you ensure
that every school (K – 12) in the Division has a sustainably funded meal program?

Currently, food security programs are funded in a patchwork model. Some external (church,
foundation, etc.) funding that is not guaranteed or sustainable.  Some division funding that is
under pressure. All of this while food insecurity in our communities grows.

Working with provincial and federal governments to create a sustainable (ongoing, financially
stable) funding model for student food security (i.e., endowment, etc.) is a potential solution and
one that should be assessed.

That being said, the idea of universal meal program creates more questions for me...How do we
ensure food allergies, dietary choices and cultural norms are supported?  Does a universal
program deliver on equity?


